
Name                                            STENBRÅTENMETODEN 

Purpose: Comprehensive methodology for early reading in first grade and in 

special education. 

Short description::                          Stenbråtenmetoden is a systematic approach aimed at giving pupils 

better reading fluency and reading comprehension. The method is 

evidence based and builds upon a wide range of research material 

where the effect of various measures in reading and reading 

development is examined. Stenbråtenmetoden covers reading 

development from a pre-alphabetical phase to an automated 

alphabetic phase. When students master the skill targets in the reading 

ladder they will have developed automated decoding skills, have 

functional reading fluency and will be able to read texts with good 

fluency.  

 

The method consists of six reading booklets from second to seventh 

grade, and three writing booklets from first to seventh grade. 

 

Practice words and texts 2: 

- Booklet for step two on the reading ladder. It consists of 

practice words with two sounds (kv/vk). Same first sound, 

different first sound and two-sound texts.  

Practice words and texts 3: 

- Booklet for step three on the reading ladder. It consists of three 

sound words (kvk/vkv) and texts with two and three sound 

words. 

Practice words and texts 4: 

- Booklet for step four on the reading ladder. It consists of four 

sound words (kvkv/vkvk) and texts with two, three, and four 

sound words. 

Practice words 5:  

- Booklet for step five on the reading ladder. It consists of three 

sound words (kkv), same first sound and different first sound. 

Practice words 6: 

- Booklet for step six on the reading ladder. It consists of practice 

words with one and two sounds (kvkv+), same first sound and 

different first sound. 

Practice words 7: 

- Booklet for step seven on the reading ladder. It consists of 

practice words with diphthong, same diphthong and different 

diphthong. 

Alphabet cards: 

- Used with the letter lotto exercises on step one on the reading 

ladder. 

Academic area/skills:           Reading fluency and reading comprehension 

Target group:                                       1. grade - 7. grade 

Survey method:                            Individual 
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